VITEC Unveils MGW Pico TOUGH – World’s Smallest,
Lightest, Most Power-Efficient High-Definition ISR Encoder
SUNNYVALE, California. — Nov. 4, 2015 — VITEC, a worldwide leader in advanced video
encoding and streaming solutions, today unveiled MGW Pico TOUGH, its latest innovation in
airborne encoding and streaming appliances. As the world’s smallest dual-channel H.264
HD/SD encoding solution, weighing less than 400 grams, MGW Pico TOUGH sets a new
standard of performance for manned and unmanned airborne platforms, military vehicles, and
grounds units. The MGW Pico TOUGH consumes less than 7 watts of power for 1080p
encoding with KLV/STANAG metadata.

MGW Pico TOUGH features simultaneous low-latency streaming of two sources from HD-SDI
and analog composite signals, JITC-compliant metadata processing AES encryption, forward
error correction technology, real-time resolution scaling, and image cropping. The credit cardsize, rugged enclosure uses MIL-DTL-38999 connectors and is certified for extreme
environmental conditions.
“VITEC has a long history of providing innovative, high-performance solutions to military forces
and the aerospace industry. MGW Pico TOUGH builds on our experience processing video in
these unique environments and is designed to allow our customers to meet the growing demand
for high-quality, full-motion-video streaming anywhere, anytime,” said Philippe Wetzel, CEO of
VITEC.
“With government agencies and military forces increasingly relying on manned and unmanned
platforms for situational awareness and tactical video, the encoding devices responsible for
streaming video and metadata are more critical than ever,” said Eli Garten, vice president of
product management at VITEC. “MGW Pico TOUGH is the most technologically advanced HD
H.264 airborne encoder available. We designed it to include all the capabilities needed to
support any type of mission while providing operational advantage in all domains: video quality,
weight, power, connectivity options, and physical footprint.”

MGW Pico TOUGH is available for immediate deployment as a turnkey appliance or as a PCB
for integration into other systems. The unit will be on display Nov. 17-20 at Milipol 2015 in booth
5 D 153.

About VITEC
VITEC is a worldwide leading provider of innovative digital video products that support end-toend media solutions for broadcast, military, medical, education, enterprise, telco, government,
transportation, sports, and entertainment customers. VITEC’s professional-grade video
technologies have changed the landscape of how video is processed and delivered around the
world and drive many of the major video services in key vertical markets. For more information,
visit www.vitec.com.
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